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Soldier attacked in Paris

IS keeps solid online support, says Europol

More than 700 murders from Catalonia may indicate "emotional inheritance" of IS

Extremism

A dozen of the murders under investigation take part in a march, outside the Generalitat Palace. In protest against the voting of the constitutional court of the Catalan region, in Barcelona, on Sep. 16. (AP)

700 Catalan mayors hold protests

A number of the mayors under investigation take part in a march, outside the Generalitat Palace. In protest against the voting of the constitutional court of the Catalan region, in Barcelona, on Sep. 16. (AP)

Germany

Grey vote has younger generations worried

Enraged hope to silence Merkel

A grey voter holds a sign reading "Enraged hope" during an election campaign event of Martin Schulz, chairman of the German Social Democratic Union (SPD). Schulz is running for chancellor in the September 24 general election in Germany. (AP)
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